The heat is

up

- a newsletter from the export heating team

PROJECTS

The Partizan Stadium in Serbia
The Partizan Stadium is a football and multi-purpose sports
arena located in the Serbian capital of Belgrade, and
is home field of FC Partizan. It first opened in 1951. The
capacity of the stadium is 32,710 seats, and it is licensed by
UEFA.
This year, the stadium has undergone a renovation, and
Nexans heating cables, TXLP/1 and TXLP COLD LEAD, was
chosen for soil heating and snow melting.

PROJECTS

RIVOV delivers ramp heating and pipe heating to AFI
BRASOV MALL ROMANIA
SC RIVOV SRL has secured a contract for the installation of ramp heating and frost protection
of pipes at the AFI Brasov mall in Romania. The mall is one of AFI EUROPE’s top 10 projects
and the construction will be finalized in March 2020.
The scope includes more than 10km of ramp heating, including a 600m x 7m ramp, the
longest on Rivovs track record so far. Also, more than 10 km of pipe heating is part of the
delivery. All heating cable installations are implemented using TXLP cable.
We congratulate Rivov with this great project.
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PROJECTS

Crystal Star Phase 1,
Hangzhou City, China
Project name: Crystal Star Phase 1
Location:
No. 301, Fengqing Ave.
Xiaoshan County, Hangzhou City.
Total size:
22,186 SM
8 blocks including 500+ units. 827 bathrooms
(some units have 2 bathrooms) will be equipped
with Nexans TXLP/2R cables ranging from 400W
to 700W. Installation is scheduled in October.
400W: 537 pcs
500W: 110pcs
600W: 55pcs
700W: 125pcs

INTERVIEW

Jan Erik Nilsen, Product Manager Nexans Langhus
Brief description of your career at Nexans and tasks?
Hi, I’ve been at Nexans for almost 14 years now. I did start out as product manager for
heating cables back in 2006, and before that I worked with specifications and planning
of electrical installations and projects in another company.
The product manager role involves responsibility for the product portfolio, datasheets,
technical training, product development and more. In 2013 I started in a new position as
leader for the product management group, and at the same time switching the product
responsibility to power and installation cables (1kV and lower voltages).
The product management group are today counting six people, covering a wide range
of products (power, installation, telecom (copper and fiber optics), offshore topside,
industry, shipboard and heating cables).
Why product management is important?
I’d start with saying that it is the customers that are important, and to keep them happy we need a healthy and efficient product portfolio. As an
example; We cannot have every product in stock, and we cannot have every product as make to order. We cannot manufacture everything
the customer wants, and we cannot manufacture only the products the factories want to manufacture. There is a balance in everything, and
one aspect in our job is to maintain a good balance between things. In other words, make sure we have a product range that works good for
the customer and for us, Nexans. A synergy, a good flow, or win-win situation you might call it. Product management for us is also important
when it comes to customer (technical) support, datasheets/catalogues, certifications, strategy and product development.
What should we expect in the future for Nexans N-Heat Comfort heating?
In general we will continue our focus on heating cables and their solutions in the years to come. Our challenge is to adapt to the future with the
correct products and priorities.
We believe the “Future is electric”, and we also believe that heating cables have key role in many future solutions and constructions. Good
products (quality) is key, together with other competitive parameters of course.
Anything new in the future?
There will be a new and improved TXLP/2R next year. The exact launch date is not fixed, but we have started some preparations and the
progress is good at the moment. That said, don’t hold your breath (or orders).
We also consider replacing the MILLITEMP CDFR-003 thermostat, with an upgraded version. Last, but not least; We always value the feedback we get from you. Your requirements and plans for the future influence our decisions, and only together we will be able to create success.
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Changes of
CEO in Nexans
Norway
Ragnhild Katteland has
been appointed as new
CEO of Nexans Norway.
She took the role from
1st September, replacing
Anne-Lise Aukner.
Anne-Lise Aukner is
retiring after working for
almost 30 years in Nexans. Since 2002 she has
filled the role as Country
Manager & CEO.

PRODUCTS

Adjustment of the TXLP/2R NORDIC 10W/m portfolio
As installation of thin floors has become increasingly popular and
evermore common, Nexans has made some adjustments to the
TXLP/2R 10W/m portfolio in order to optimize our offering in
this segment.
Two new elements of 300W and 450W is introduced to fill a
gap in the lower part of the portfolio.
With these adjustments, the 10W/m portfolio now has a
“smoother” progression in element sizes, and it should be even
easier to find a heating cable perfectly suited for any floor size.

About the retirement,
Anne-Lise says: “I have
had great pleasure of
working in this company
for so long, and the main
reason is the great teams
I have worked with. The
team spirit has been my
main motivation all these
years.”
We send Anne-Lise
the best wishes on her
retirement.

Type

Load at 230V

Length

Nexans art.nr.

TXLP/2R NORDIC 300/10

300 W

30 m

10559310

TXLP/2R NORDIC 450/10

450 W

45 m

10559311

Anne-Lise Aukner

NEXANS STORIES

Nexans Safety Day
On the 16th September, Safety Day 2019 was arranged
in all Nexans locations worldwide.
More than ever before, safety is high priority for Nexans,
and a lot of initiatives are implemented to eliminate
accidents. This is the 6th Safety Day in Nexans, and it
mobilizes all Nexans employees to remind us that
safety is a continuing journey, and it is important that
we all maintain focus to increase results.
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Ragnhild Katteland
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NEXANS STORIES

Production start-up for cables to the world’s largest offshore windfarm - Hornsea 2
1.3 million - a number worth remembering. That’s the number of UK
households to be supplied with renewable power when Hornsea 2,
comes into operation. Nexans is proud supplier of the export cables.
Last week everyone working in our manufacturing plant in Halden
was invited to mark the production start- up.
Nexans in Halden contributes to writing history as we begin to produce the cables that will distribute the power from the world’s largest
wind farm to shore, in addition it will be the most affordable power
produced by an offshore windfarm to date.

These cables will form part of the coastal part of the export circuit
and connect the wind farm’s transformer station with the onshore
transformer station.
Great dimensions
The submarine cables that will provide the British with renewable
power are far from what you can imagine of cables inside their
house. With a cross-section of 25 cm and an average weight of
90 kg per meter, just over 11 meters corresponds to about 1 ton.

It is the renewable energy company Ørsted that builds the Hornsea 2
wind farm, about nine miles off the coast of Yorkshire. When put into
full operation in 2022, it will produce a full 1.4 GW, equivalent to
the electricity needs of 1.3 million households. The project is an
important contribution to the UK’s targets for renewable electricity
generation and to achieve their goals for energy security and
carbon emissions reduction.
Facts about Hornsea 2 project:
Location:

About nine miles from the coast of Yorkshire.

Capacity:

1.4 GW

Number of turbines: 165
Nexans’ Delivery:
214 km three phase 245 kV HVAC PEX export sea cables (3 parallel circuits) that will deliver the cheapest electricity from an offshore
wind farm to date.

Autumn
By Lisa K. Putnam

Project team from Ørsted and Nexans at an event in the Halden plant.

Misty mornings, frosted lawns
The wind is blowing a winter’s song.
Changing colors of the leaves,
Slowly falling from the trees.
Soon the trees will all be bare,
Offering no shelter taken there.
So gather up the summers harvest,
For darker days are now upon us!

